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Compact travel towel
Fatboy understands how inconvenient it is when your towel takes up half of your suitcase or beach 
bag. Especially when it means leaving behind that extra pair of shoes or your new book. But Fatboy 
also knows the importance of being able to lounge comfortably on the beach or by the pool. That’s why 
Fatboy developed Beach Baggy: a travel towel designed to go anywhere with you. Beach Baggy can be 
folded into a very small package and is easy to store in the accompanying Fatboy pouch. And that pouch 
is full of surprises.

A place to rest your head
The pouch in which Beach Baggy is delivered can be transformed into a soft pillow to rest your head. 
All you’ll need is a little bit of air. With three gentle breaths, it’s inflated. Roll and snap the pouch 
shut, and you have a comfortable pillow for an unexpected (or sneakily planned) nap. Thanks to the 
pillow’s clever inner pocket, the air can’t escape and it stays ready to rest for many hours. And, to prevent 
the pillow from blowing away in a summer breeze, you can use the included ground pin to anchor it.

A step ahead
Beach Baggy measures 165 by 80 centimeters but weighs only 400 grams. It features a classic stripe 
pattern and is available in stylish colors. The bag always comes in iconic Fatboy red, just like the 
elastic attached to the towel. Wrap this around your Beach Baggy after folding it into a compact 
bundle. Place Beach Baggy back into its former pillowcase, and you’re ready to go. Also pretty handy: 
Beach Baggy is made from an absorbent, quick-drying fabric, ensuring you won’t carry half the beach 
home with you when you leave.

Nice to know  
• For outdoor use. 

• Available in lilac, stone grey and wave blue.

• Material towel: 88% polyester (50% post-consumer polyester) and 12% nylon. 

• Material carrying pouch/pillow: 100% polyester ripstop PU.

• Dimensions towel: 165 x 80 cm.

• Dimension carrying pouch/pillow: 50 x 30 cm. 

• Weight: 0.43 kg.

• Quick-dry, lightweight, super-absorbent fabric. 

• Ground pin included. 

• EUR 45 | GBP 45 | NOK 479 | SEK 479 | DKK 339. 
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